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Abstract

Transportation with electrified vehicles can reduce global dependence on fossil fuels and reduce the emission of
green house gases. Recent developments have been focused on the development of electric vehicles, hybrid
electric vehicles and fuel cell vehicles. However, the commercial deployment of electric vehicles has lagged
behind due to technological issues in associated with the battery including: price, weight, volume, driving
distance, and limited investment in charging infrastructure. Shaped magnetic field in resonance (SMFIR)
technology enables electric vehicles to overcome these limitations by transferring electricity wirelessly from the
road surface while vehicle is in motion. This work describes the innovative SMFIR technology used in the KAIST
online electric vehicle (OLEV) project as well as its impact on the future of urban transportation. The system
integration of the power supply into the OLEV and the vehicle system architecture is also discussed.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Most electric vehicles (EVs) get the electric energy
needed for operation from on-board storage devices (i.e.
batteries). However, current battery technology provides
a very limited travel range with high costs, long charging
times, and lower operating efficiencies due to battery
weight. These issues must be addressed in order to
increase adoption of EVs in both public and personal
transportation.
KAIST has been challenging the technological limitations
imposed by electric vehicle batteries by developing
wireless power transmission technology that allows
electric vehicles to charge during operation. This
technology limits the need for remote static charging
stations and replaces them with charging infrastructure
embedded in the road or highway system. From a
technical perspective, this strategy enables the designer
to transform design constraints into design variables.
This not only allows for the development of EVs with
substantially smaller and lighter batteries, but also gives
engineers greater freedom in designing the charging
infrastructure and the on-board energy storage devices. It
also allows the EV power management system to be
more closely integrated with the electric power train.
From a business perspective, this increases vehicle
performance, user satisfaction, and business
competitiveness, all while protecting the environment.
In this paper, we introduce an overview of the shaped
magnetic field in resonance (SMFIR) technology that was
developed as part of the KAIST online electric vehicle
(OLEV) project. SMFIR is a technological innovation in
wireless power transmission capacity and efficiency
under dynamic operation. The design parameters and
process of the dynamic charging infrastructure are
introduced, starting with the required electric power,
required wireless power transmission and the design
considerations within the vehicle of the OLEV system.
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2 BACKGROUND
2.1 Internal Combustion Engine (ICE) age to green
transportation

The world is facing a tough challenge in the perspective
of climate change and the global energy supply, mainly
caused by a heavy dependence on fossil fuels. In 2007,
the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate
Change (UNFCCC) took initiatives on providing
authoritative, timely information on all aspects of
technologies and socio-economic policies, including costeffective measures to control greenhouse gas (GHG)
emissions [1].
While there have been active debates with mixed
opinions on the global petroleum production forecast, the
U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) scenario,
published in 2002, shows that peak oil production will be
reached within a couple of decades, as depicted in
Figure 1. The EIA applied a growth rate of 1-3% in the
petroleum production profile with the assumption of
R/P=10, which means that the amount of known
resources (proven reserves) has 10 years of annual
production at the current rate of production to create the
three curves in Figure 1. The peak annual global
production of petroleum will be at its peak between 2030
and 2050 [2].

introductionn of electric vehicles to public and private
p
transportation. However,r, the introducction of thosee new
vehicle technologies aree in a limited market penettration
phase compared with thee growing pubblic’s concern on
o the
climate chaanges, which has been maainly caused by
b the
lack of conssumers’ accepptance yet.
2.2

Figure 1: AAnnual petroleum productionn scenario by EIA’s
22002 internatioonal energy ouutlook [2]

Fiigure 2: GHG sources distribution [3]
Per the Intternational Paanel on Climaate Change (IIPCC)
report published in 2004, the major CO2 sourcees are
from the foossil fuel usee, as shown in the Figuure 2.
According tto the EIA, thee energy geneeration and suurface
transportation sectors showed the bigggest growth inn CO2
generation during the perriod from 19700 to 2004, whiile the
industrial, hhouseholds annd the servicee sectors rem
mained
at similar leevels [1]. By 2030, the CO
O2 growth raate on
annual bassis will be 1.7%
1
per Intternational EEnergy
Agency (IEAA), while the EIA’s projection is 2.0% wwithout
any additioonal polices on CO2 genneration reduuction.
Moreover tthe CO2 generation from the fossil fueel will
increase byy 40-110% byy 2030 if theree are no addiitional
policies adddressing the climate
c
changee [1]. Per the IIPCC,
transportation was respponsible for about
a
19% oof the
global eneergy use andd 23% of ennergy-related CO2
emissions iin 2004. Withh the current phase of induustrial
developmennt, the proojected CO22 generationn in
transportation will increasse up to about 50% by 203 0 and
more than 880% by 2050 [3].
[
As a global effort, policy makers are deeveloping rulees and
regulations including pubblic subsidies and awareneess to
increase fuuel economy,, and thus reduce their CO2
emissions, on various transportationn modes inclluding
passenger cars, light-duty vehicles, trrucks, aviationn and
oceanic trransportation. The surfaace transporrtation
industry is putting emphasis on redducing global CO2
generation by improving the
t vehicle effficiency, develloping
alternative ffuels and introducing new technologies, such
as electric vvehicles (EVs)), plug-in hybrid vehicles (P HEVs)
and fuel-ceell vehicles (FCVs). Elecctric vehicless can
completely achieve noo tail-out em
missions andd EV
stakeholderrs have putt significant efforts intoo the

Batter
ry technology
y status

While launcching EVs intoo the market, we believe thhat the
battery is a technologiical barrier against
a
consuumers’
desire for a common trransportation vehicle. The cost,
packaging volume and wweight of thesse batteries inn EVs
have beenn major issuees, in additioon to establishing
governmental policies aand chargingg the fuel (ppower)
wide.
distribution infrastructuree in a local region or nation-w

Figure 3: Ragone
R
plot off various electtrochemical ennergy
storage and cconversion devvices [4]
The Ragonne plot in Figgure 3 showss the positioning of
various batteries and eenergy storagge and geneeration
devices in view of speccific power density
d
and energy
e
density. Foor the pure e lectric vehiclee or hybrid electric
vehicle appplication, Li-ionn batteries aree promising wiith the
current techhnology level in market. Hoowever, the sppecific
power and energy capaacity of the batteries
b
are falling
short of thee IC engines’ capacity beccause of the limited
driving rangge per chargi ng and slow charging timee. The
United States Advancedd Battery Coonsortium (USSABC)
set the requirements neeeded for batteeries to be ussed in
EV application in 20003 [5]. Theese requirem
ments,
summarizedd in Table 1, ccover a wide range
r
of issuees and
include eneergy and powwer denoted as
a HEV, PHEVV and
EV goal in Figure 3. For example, for the EV appliccation,
the requireed specific ppower and sppecific energy are
400W/kg and
a 200Wh/kgg as marked in Figure 3. The
current techhnology statuss of Li-ion battteries is not ennough
to meet the required speccification.
The projecttion on the futture battery paack price is allso an
important factor.
f
Accordding to McKinnsey & Comppany’s
report in 2009, Battery packs now cost
c about $7700 to
$1,500 per kWh, but it coould drop to as
a little as $4220 per
kWh by 2015
2
under an aggressivve cost reduction
scenario as
a shown inn Figure 4 [6]. Howeverr, the
projection is based uppon a surveyy from autom
motive
industries including
i
the assumption of a technological
break-throuugh for batteery materialss and produuctivity
during 2015-2020. The projected cost of the battery
b
packs in thee near future wwill still be a significant
s
porttion of
electric vehhicle cost, whhich is a barrrier to consuumers’
buying patteern toward ecco-friendly trannsportation.

Param
meter(Units) of Minimum
m Goals for Long Term
fullly burdened
Longg Term
Goal
Commerrcialization
system

Power Density(W/LL)
4
460
600
Specific Power 3
300
400
Discharge, 80%
DOD//30 sec(W/kg)
Specific Power 150
200
Regenn, 20% DOD/110
sec(W
W/kg)
Energgy Density C/3 Discharge
D
2
230
300
Rate(W
Wh/L)
Specific Energy - C
C/3
Discharge
150
200
Rate(W
Wh/kg)
Specific
2
2:1
2:1
Power/Specific
Energgy Ratio
Total Pack Size(kW
Wh)
4
40
40
Life(YYears)
1
10
10
Cycle Life - 80%
1,000
1,000
DOD((Cycles)
Power & Capacity
2
20
20
Degraadation
(% of rated spec)
Sellingg Price - 25,0000
units @ 40
<1150
100
kWh($$/kWh)
-40 to
t +50
Operaating
20% Perrformance -40 to +85
Looss
Enviroonment(℃)
(10% Desired)
D
Normal Recharge
6 hours
h
(4 hourss desired) 3 to 6 hours
Time
20-70% SOC
S in <30
minutes
@ 150W/kg 40-80%
4
SOC
High Rate
R Charge
(<20min @ 270W/kg inn 15 minutes
Dessired)
Continnuous discharrge
in 1 hour - No Failure
7
75
75
(% of rated energy
capaccity)
Table 1: Requireements on advvanced batteriies for EV
appplication by USABC
U
[5]

OLEVV system dessign are coveered in Ref. [7] and [8].
Detailed discussion of the desiggn process is beyond the
scope of this papper’s discussioon, but we inntroduce the
outcoome of implem
mented designn in the following sections.

3.2 Introduction to SMFIR tecchnology

SMFIR technologyy (also publiccally known as
a an OLEV
systeem) enables the electric veehicle to be chharged while
the vehicle
v
is in motion.
m
The poower cable insstalled under
the road surface can
c generate a 20 kHz elecctromagnetic
field as depicted inn the Figure 55, when the caable gets 20
kHz AC electricity from the power inverteer which is
contrrolled under coonstant currennt output.
The power
p
convertter gets the ellectricity from the grid with
the tyypical industriial power of 33-phase 380 or
o 440V. For
the bus
b applicatioon, the poweer capacity off the power
inverrter has been selected withh a 100 – 2000 kW range,
and can
c be scaledd-up dependinng on the requuired electric
load of different applications.. The pick-up coil sets
attacched under thee vehicle’s boottom-floor aree tuned to a
20 kHz
k resonant frequency annd are designned to have
maximized exposure to the ggenerated maagnetic field,
whichh has an optim
mized field shaape for the saame purpose.
In thiis way, the transmission effificiency can bee maximized
whilee reducing thhe magnetic field leakagee outside of
desiggn-intended sppace.
The design objective is to obttain the maximum power
transsmission efficiency with thee pre-determined level of
requiired power caapacity by opttimizing the paired
p
power
suppply and collection system ddesign with the alternate
curreent magnetic field shapes at 20 kHz of resonant
magnnetic power traansmission.
The shaped magnnetic field conccept and the coverage of
the magnetic
m
field by pick-up deevices are alsoo shown in a
schematic mannerr in Figure 6. TThis system iss called as a
dual type power suupply system ddue to its maggnetic shape.

Figure
F
5: Schematic diagram
m of SMFIR tecchnology
system [[9]

Figgure 6: A schematic of shapped magnetic field
f [9-10]

3.3 Power supply system arcchitecture design
b McKinsey
Figure 4: Lithium-ion battery cosst projection by
& Company in 2009 [6]

TEECHNOLOGYY
3 SMFIR
INNETGRATIONN DESIGN
3.1 Design of OLLEV System

AND

SYSTEM

m includes tw
wo major sub-systems: a
The OLEV system
vehiccle and chaarging infrasttructure. Thee functional
requirements (FRss) and design parameters (DPs)
(
of the

In Figure 7, the shapes of eelectromagnettic field are
show
wn as the sim
mulation resultts of the monno and dual
typess during their numericaal iteration process of
optim
mization. The formulation
f
annd schemes foor numerical
simulation are weell described iin Ref. [9]. With
W different
lay-ups of poweer cable, ccombined with different
geom
metries of the ferrite core att the bottom of
o the cable,
the magnetic field shapes, ppaired with the pick-up
devicces design, and the reesultant perfoormance of
wireleess power traansmission caan be differentt. By placing
the ferrite
f
structurres in an opti mized way, thhe magnetic
field shape can alsso affect the m
maximized expposure to the

pick-up coiils. Numerouss design iterrations have been
performed in order to achieve the maximized ppower
transmission to the vehiccle, while reduucing the maggnetic
field intensitty to the leakaage field.

m simulations for
Figure 77: Magnetic fieeld shape from
Mono and Dual Types [99, 11]
As a practiical and exem
mplary applicaation of the SSMFIR
t powered trrack is designned as
technology on the road, the
shown in Figure 8. One powered trackk is composedd of a
ments with diffferent lengths.. One segmennt is a
set of segm
defined lenngth of poweered cable looop, operatedd with
single switching mechaanism controlled by the ppower
inverter ressponding to the
t vehicle iddentification ssensor
when the veehicle is apprroaching to thee segmented cable
loop. The leength of the seegment can be a design vaariable
depending on the road conditions, the vehicle spee d, the
operating ccondition of acceleration
a
or decelerationn, the
presence off heavy traffic volume with possible
p
trafficc jams
or highwayss, and the pressence of BRT (Bus Rapid TTransit)
lanes. For example, buss stops for puublic transporrtation
can have a short lenngth of the segment thhat is
approximateely the same length of thee total pick-upp sets
installed under the city buus.

Figure 88: Schematic diagram
d
of sinngle power tracck
architecturee with six segm
ments
As an exam
mple of a praactical design application, KKAIST
demonstrated the SMFIR technologyy in Seoul G
Grand
wered tracks, wwhich
Park with thhree of six-seegmented pow
are compossed of one of 2.5
2 m and fivee of 24 m segm
ments
as a powereed track, respectively, as deescribed in Figgure 9.
While threee powered tracks
t
were composed oof six
segments, the other hadd two segmennts of 2.5 m foor the
stationary charging while the vehiclle was idlingg and
waiting. In tthe park, the total length off powered traccks is
372.5 m, wwhich is about 17 % of the total
t travel disstance
2 km.
during one--round trip of 2.2

Figure 9: Powered trrack installatioon example in the
demonstration project in Seoul Grannd Park [9, 11--13]
This example design ccan be applieed to other urban
transportation applicationns by modifyinng design varriables
such as thee lengths of thhe segments, the combinattion of
different lenngths of segm
ments to form
m a powered track,
and the arrangement off the poweredd track considdering
the instantaaneous requirred power andd averaged electric
energy connsumption durring the vehiccle travel. It should
s
be noted thhat this demo nstration projeect also proviides a
business case snapshhot in applying the SMFIR
S
technology to urban transsportation.

3.4 Electrric vehicle syystem architeecture

An OLEV can
c be placed
ed in the cateegory of an electric
vehicle because an eleectric vehiclee is defined as a
vehicle drivven by an elecctric power train with one orr more
electric mottors and a stoorage medium for electric energy,
usually a battery. The unique differrence betweeen an
OLEV and a more genneral electric vehicle is thhat an
OLEV has a set of pickk-up devices installed undeer the
vehicle to collect
c
the eleectromagnetic field energy. A set
of electricaal devices inccluding rectifieers and regullators,
which convvert and delive
ver the electriccity in the reqquired
form inside the vehicle, m
must also be installed withhin the
OLEV.
A power control and managemennt system is also
necessary within
w
the vehhicle such as a Power Distribbution
Unit (PDU)) to control thhe power flow
w from the electric
source of the
t battery annd the supplied power from
m the
road. The control of tthe electrical power flow
w and
v
communicaation of the neecessary signals within a vehicle
are also inncorporated fo
for the propeer operation of
o the
vehicle. In order to shoow the differeence in the syystem
architecturee of an OLEV vehicle, a com
mparison was made
between the series hybrrid electric vehhicle and an OLEV
system in Figure 10. CCompared withh the series hybrid
h
a IC engine, thus
power trainn, OLEV doess not have an
there is no tail-out emissiion.

(a)
Figuure 11: An example of pick-uup devices pacckaging in a
vehiclee

(b)
Figurre 10: Schemaatic comparisoon of power traain layout (a)
Series hyybrid system (bb) OLEV systeem
An example
e
of thhe physical packaging
p
of the pick-up
devicces is shownn in Figure 11. Depending on the
electrrical load requirement for a vehicle andd the power
colleccting capacityy from one unnit of the pickk-up device,
the proper packkaging design can be derived by
consiidering the reequired vehiccle ground heeight. In the
exam
mple, four setss of pick-up deevices have beeen installed
under the vehiclee frame to haave the poweer collecting
capacity of 60 kW
W, while keepping the required ground
heighht of 13 cm.
In buuses operatingg in KAIST caampus, the picck-up power
capacity is 75 kW
W with five setss of pick-up devices
d
with
the variable groundd height of 15-20 cm, providding enough
required power to drive full sizee city buses with
w 120 kW
ratedd and 240 kW peak power AC
A induction motor
m [8, 12].

(a)

(b)

3.5 Performancee parameters and achievements

The critical perform
mance param
meters can bee defined as
follow
ws: power traansmission efficiency, vehhicle ground
heighht and poweer capacity. Thanks to the SMFIR
technnology, we achhieved a transsmission efficieency of 83%
at a ground heighht of 20 cm and a 75 kW
W of power
capacity. This is a ground-breakking record in the wireless
poweer transfer fiield, and is a critical performance
p
achieevement for thhe commerciall deployment to
t the future
urbann transportatioon.

(c)
S
Figure 12: Deemonstration pprojects with SMFIR
technoloogy

4 APPLICATION
A
N OF SMFIIR TECHNO
OLOGY TO
URBAN
U
TRAN
NSPORTATIOON
4.1 Demonstration project ass test beds
In adddition to the demonstration
d
n project desccribed above
and summarized in Figure 12 (a), another test bed is
undeer operation at the KAIST M
Munji campuss, located in
Daejeeon, Korea, as shown in Fiigure 12 (b). This
T site has
a series of various lengths of segments, 3m
m, 5m, 40m
and 60m,
6 for differrent applicatioon practices. Also
A it is fully
utilizeed for envirronmental evvaluation andd operation
monitoring purposses. KAIST iss also planninng to install
anothher test bed in the KAIST main campuss in 2011 as
show
wn in Figure 122 (c).

4.2 Analyytic designn processs for uurban
transpportation appplication
As part off the engineeering design and developpment
process, a new installation has beenn selected to apply
the power supply infra--structure. The subject sitte will
operate a ccouple of OLEEV buses oveer a 6 km onee-way
trip, which will take abouut 20 minutess for each tripp. The
mized
objective iss to design thhe most efficient and optim
power suppply infrastructuure. This includdes identifyingg how
long the poowered track should be, where
w
it shouuld be
installed, annd what combbination of thee segments sshould
be laid, in vview of the oveerall energy baalance betweeen the
energy connsumption andd charging duuring operationn and
the instantaaneous power requirement to
t drive the veehicle.
From the m
measured (orr predicted or required) veehicle
velocity proofile over tim
me and distance, as showwn in
Figure 13, it is possible to calculate thhe required ellectric
power to drrive the vehicle of Figure 144, given the veehicle
weight, fricttional and winnd resistancee and other veehicle
and road infformation, shoown in the equuations (1) andd (2).
F  Wα  R
R ୰  R ୟ  R ሻ W
(1)
P  Fv
(2)
Here, the vaariables are deefined as folloows:
W
W: vehicle weigght [kg]
α: vehicle acceeleration [m/seec2]
Rr: rolling resistance coefficieent
Ra: air resistance
Rg: grade resisstance ( tan α,
α α: grade anglle
FF: force requireed to drive the vehicle [N]
v: velocity requuired for the veehicle [m/sec]
PP: power requirred to drive the vehicle [kW
W].
From the calculated required poower, the eenergy
consumptioon during one trip can be estimated as sshown
in Figure 155.

Figure 15: Cumulated eenergy consum
mption during one
way tripp over driving ttime (upper) and
a over drivinng
distaance (lower)
From the caalculated enerrgy consumpttion per trip annd the
instantaneoous power reqquirement for the vehicle speed
s
and road conditions,
c
thhe location annd distance of
o the
powered track can be iidentified withh the given battery
b
discharge capacity. In this example, the vehiccle is
assumed too have a batteery with an ennergy capacityy of 25
kWh and thhe recommennded discharge C-rate for the
t Lipolymer battery is assum
med to be C/3, thus the batttery in
the vehiclee can cover up to 75 kW
W of instantanneous
power requirement as shhown in Figuree 16.
As a rule of thumb, iinstalling the powered traack is
required whhere the requuired driving power
p
exceedds the
instantaneoous battery disscharge poweer capacity, so that
the vehicle can have ennough power to be drivenn. The
battery cappacity can be an additional design variabble as
well, but thee market statuus of the batteery weight, cosst and
packaging volume, etc.. should be considered at
a the
same time. On the othher hand, thee power collecting
capacity of the pick-up deevices is anotther design vaariable
when deterrmining the bbattery energyy capacity annd the
power trackk length designn.

Figure 13: Measured veehicle velocity profile as an i nitial
estimation of operational behavior

Figure 16: Required eelectric power by a vehicle with
w
powered track installedd over driving time (upper) and
a
over drivinng distance (loower)

Figure 144: Calculated required
r
electrric power to drrive
EVs andd OLEVs over driving time (upper) and ovver
driving distance
d
(loweer)

(a)

(b)
Fiigure 17: Batteery SOC channges during the vehicle
operation (aa) pure electricc vehicle (b) OLEV
O
By performing the design optimization process
consiidering the prices of the system compponents, the
optim
mized poweredd track lengthh combined with the pickup poower capacity and the energgy storage capacity of the
battery can be dettermined. While managing the
t required
instanntaneous powwer and the ovverall energy consumption
c
during the vehicle travel of the closed circuit, the battery
status of charge ((SOC) should be monitored especially
for thhe Li-ion familly battery. One of advantagges with the
SMFIR technologgy applicationn in the fuuture urban
transportation is bbeing able to manage
m
the battery
b
SOC
duty cycle with a lot less bandw
width than the one for the
pure electric vehiclle, as comparred in Figure 17.
1 The pure
electrric vehicle will have a nearly full duty cyccle swinging
the SOC
S from 20 too 90 %, howeever, OLEV will only swing
betweeen 40 to 600 % thanks to its dynam
mic charging
charaacteristic undeer operation.
5 SUMMARY
In thhis paper, thhe principle of
o the SMFIIR (Shaped
Magnnetic Field inn Resonancee) technologyy has been
introdduced so thatt the electric vehicle or OLLEV can be
dynamically chargged from the road surfacee while the
vehiccle is in motionn. The vehiclee system archhitecture and
poweer supply inffra-structure design
d
proceess and its
exam
mples are desccribed and discussed.
For the
t practical application of
o SMFIR tecchnology in
futuree urban transportation, the demonstrativve test beds
are described
d
withh the design process while achieving
the required peerformance parameters. With the
technnology innovaation, the fixxed design variables, or
desiggn constraints, in launching electric vehiccles such as
the battery
b
energgy storage caapacity, chargging station
locatiion, and operrating chargingg distance annd time, etc.
have been moved to the design variable domaain.
s
for future urban
Thus, in the vieww of design strategy
transportation systtems, SMFIR technology caan provide a
greatter deal of deesign flexibilitty in the charrging facility
and electric vehiicle launch motivated byy the CO2
reducction effort.
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